We also set for * = 0,+,-:
The following result is easily deduced from QK-S 1, Th. 5. Hence a hyperfunction u on ^ defines a section a(u) of H°(C i ) all over T*X . We set :
VII-3
Since H (C^j^) is supported by the conormal boundle T*X , ss^ ^ is a closed conic subset of T*X . It coincides with the classical analytical wave front set above ^ , but it may be strictly larger that its closure in T*X (cf. [S l]).
Now let P be a differential operator defined on X , and assume for simplicity that the principal symbol o(P) never vanishes identically. Let ^p denote the sheaf of holomorphic solutions of the equation Pf = 0 . Replacing ©.. by ^ in
A X
the preceding discussion, we define :
^ denote the sheaf of hyperfunction solutions of the equation Pu = 0 . There is a natural isomorphism :
If u is a hyperfunction on ^ solution of the equation Pu = 0 , we set :
(where char(P) = (^P)" 1^) ), but in general SS^u) is no &6 more contained in T*X . Recall that if a) is the complex canonical 1-form on T X ,
2\
this real symplectic structure in defined by 2Re co . <d^ Im a(P) (x,in) ,S> ^ c\^\ for some c > 0 , and all £; £ y° (y° is the polar set to y).
Hence :
for (x, £; + in) in a neighborhood of p , £; e y oa , where
SS(^)c= T^X 4-y^ .
Thus : Remark that Theorem 4.1 has been first obtained by Kataoka [Ka] (under hypothesis (4.3) a)) then refined by G. Lebeau [Le] . 
